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CLOVeR – Solving the problem of multi location, just in time IT Training

The USQ IT Training team were presented with the challenge of providing IT training to staff
who were increasingly not located on the main campus. The need for IT staff training was
increasing, but the ability of staff to attend face to face training was decreasing at an alarming
rate.

It had become apparent that the way we offered IT Training had not ‘moved with the times’.
We were offering our students the flexibility to choose to learn on campus or online, but we
were not giving our staff the same opportunity.

Our solution was to create an online IT Training environment, specifically designed for staff
that would complement our existing face to face training. By utilising our existing LMS system
(Moodle) we created a central location where staff can access IT instructional information
24/7. Content has been designed to be short and task specific, with the majority of topics able
to be viewed in under 4 mins with printable options.

CLOVeR was released in August, 2013 and has not only met the needs of staff, but has the
added benefit of automatically collecting detailed and meaningful statistical data.  We can now
track what staff are accessing and when.  Users also have the option of providing instant
feedback which allows us to continuously improve the site.

Benefits have not only been to staff education, but has also given our IT support areas a
central location to direct instructional enquiries and increased our Tier 0 (self help) support.




